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ABSTRACT With the rapid development of video monitoring, the massive information of the monitoring

image has far exceeded the effective processing range of human resources. Intelligent video retrieval

technology has become an increasingly indispensable part of video monitoring system. Intelligent video

retrieval technology integrates video processing, computer vision and artificial intelligence, which greatly

improves the efficiency of monitoring and the accuracy and linkage of monitoring system. Face recognition

and other emerging technologies continue to rise and apply to the security monitoring system. Based on deep

learning theory and face detection neural network, this paper proposes a video oriented cascaded intelligent

face detection algorithm, which builds deep learning network by cascading multiple features, from edge

features, contour features, local features to semantic features, and advances layer by layer. According to the

last semantic features, the information of the input data is obtained to accurately realize the face detection

under the non ideal condition. Simulation results show that the algorithm has good detection performance

for single face and multi face images, and has strong robustness for rotating face. At the same time, the

algorithm is fast and can basically meet the requirements of real-time face detection.

INDEX TERMS Artificial intelligence, video retrieval, security monitoring, face detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the rapid development of artificial intelli-

gence, deep learning and other technologies, face recognition

also ushered in the outbreak period [1]. Face recognition tech-

nology has been an important subject in the field of computer

vision for a long time, and it was mainly used in the field

of public security in the early stage. With the popularity of

face attendance, face passing and other applications in recent

years, face recognition is widely used in intelligent trans-

portation, intelligent medical treatment, building intercom,

financial education, safe city construction and other fields; it

can also unlock mobile phones and log in payment accounts

by face. It can be seen that face recognition has been widely

used in our life. When artificial intelligence ushers in the

explosive year, massive data becomes an important material

for artificial intelligence learning, and security becomes one
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of the huge application fields of artificial intelligence [2]–[6].

Because of its intuitive, accurate, timely and rich content, it is

widely used inmany occasions, but the huge video data brings

the difficulty of video analysis which is hard to overcome by

manpower. With the rapid development of video monitoring,

the massive information of the monitoring image has far

exceeded the effective processing range of human resources

[7]–[9]. Intelligent video retrieval technology has become an

increasingly indispensable part of video monitoring system.

The international anti-terrorism situation is becoming

more and more serious, and the social demand for security

is even stronger. Airport, customs, border defense and other

places, which are necessary for entry and exit due to their

wide distribution and large flow of people, have always been

the areas with frequent emergencies, which determines the

requirements of high security level control at checkpoints

[10]–[14]. However, at present, the security system of each

checkpoint is still in the stage of traditionalmonitoring, which

has been difficult to meet the actual demand for security. Due
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FIGURE 1. Integration of security monitoring technology and artificial
intelligence technology.

to the lack of intelligent video analysis, it is still in a passive

state that can only ‘‘monitor’’ but not ‘‘control’’, most of

which only have the function of obtaining evidence after the

event, and can not play a role of prevention and early warning

for suspicious and abnormal behaviors [15], [16]. Using face

recognition, we can take the initiative to extract and record the

faces in the surveillance video in real time, to give an alarm

in time and use the stored information to effectively retrieve

the video data, to effectively assist the security personnel in

dealing with the crisis, to minimize the false alarm and miss-

ing alarm, and to effectively help the checkpoint deal with the

attack and emergencies [17]. The appearance and maturity of

face recognition technology provide a good technical means

to solve this problem. Security monitoring obtains big video

data. It can use advanced artificial intelligence technology of

video analysis to detect faces, so as to screen out suspects.

After years of development, video surveillance has expe-

rienced the development process of introduction, imitation,

digestion and absorption, and independent innovation. From

the introduction of foreign products and technologies to lead-

ing the development direction of global video monitoring,

domestic video monitoring technology has experienced four

different stages of development: analog monitoring, modular

combined monitoring, network monitoring and intelligent

monitoring. In recent years, with the basic completion of

infrastructure construction in domestic safe cities, the secu-

rity video monitoring system is rapidly entering the informa-

tion application construction stage with data as the core and

information driven, as shown in Figure 1. At this stage, how

to collect, analyze and use value data more efficiently is the

focus. In short, security video monitoring began to change

from ‘‘visible’’ (standard definition, Networking), ‘‘visible’’

(high definition) to ‘‘understandable’’ (intelligent analysis)

[18]–[22].

Face detection is to determine whether there is a face in a

static or dynamic image after certain processing and analysis.

If there is a face, the location and size information of each

face is recorded and identified in the image. Although the

research of face detection has been decades, and has made

some achievements, but at present, the more mature face

detection technology is basically for the detection of some

ideal situations, and still faces many challenges in practi-

cal applications [23]–[26]. Although the existing algorithms

have been improved for some of these situations and achieved

some results, when there are many of the above situations,

these algorithms still can not bring good detection results.

Therefore, it is a research focus to develop a video face

detection technologywhich can adapt to the above-mentioned

non ideal situations [27]–[30]. It not only has a high academic

value, but also will bring great contribution to national secu-

rity, social stability and so on.

Thanks to the development of national economic construc-

tion and the support of policies, people’s travel and long-

distance mobility are more frequent, convenient and free,

and the public security situation is becoming increasingly

complex. A large number of population movements have led

to various illegal and criminal activities in different places,

not only the deployment of criminal plans is secret, but also

the identity of the perpetrators is difficult to locate quickly.

Among them, face recognition technology is a very effective

one. This technology can be integrated with the existing

public security business system to quickly extract, analyze

and recognize personnel information, provide functions such

as face retrieval, face comparison, ID card duplicate check,

etc., to meet the application requirements of efficient man-

agement and control of various personnel in the field of public

security video surveillance. People have higher and higher

requirements for video analysis, and face recognition is one

of the most important problems to be solved. In this paper,

we use the deep learning framework and image processing

technology to propose an algorithm solution for face detec-

tion and face recognition in natural scenes, and compare it

with the face recognition algorithm based on multi-scale and

high-dimensional features in this paper. Experiments show

that the face recognition algorithm based on deep learning in

this paper can better deal with the face recognition problems

in natural scenes, which is of great significance to broaden the

application field of face recognition and deepen the applica-

tion level of face recognition.

II. INTELLIGENT VIDEO RETRIEVAL AND ITS

APPLICATION IN FACE DETECTION

A. SECURITY VIDEO MONITORING

AND RETRIEVAL TECHNOLOGY

There are three characteristics of video monitoring system

data: massive, unstructured and low value density. The tra-

ditional analysis method is manual real-time monitoring and

video query and playback.With the explosive growth of video

monitoring data, the current video monitoring system, data

management mode, data analysis application and other tech-

nologies have not met the requirements due to the number and

ability of personnel (prone to fatigue for a long time, wrong or

missed views, too late to see), limited display equipment (the

number of front-end cameras is far greater than the number
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FIGURE 2. Intelligent video monitoring architecture.

of display screens) and other factors [31]–[35]. Specifically

speaking, the current system architecture can not guarantee

that all scenes can be monitored accurately and efficiently

in 24 hours. At the same time, it is very difficult to find

and trace the video surveillance image afterwards, and the

human and material resources investment has exceeded the

acceptable range. For example, in the process of detecting

a major case, in order to find the criminal suspect in the

video surveillance video, a local public security organ has

used about 2000 police forces to conduct video playback and

manual search for more than ten hours every day [36]–[39].

The total video viewing volume is equivalent to 830000 films,

which consumes a lot of manpower and material resources.

In this context, the IT cutting-edge technology represented

by GPU, Internet of things, big data, cloud computing, big

data, AI and other technologies has been introduced into

the field of security monitoring, promoting the evolution of

security monitoring system architecture to the direction of

intelligent monitoring around AI, cloud computing, big data

as the core of a new generation of intelligent videomonitoring

architecture - video cloud came into being. Video cloud, a

new generation of intelligent video monitoring architecture

centered on AI, cloud computing and big data, emerges as

the times require, as shown in Figure 2.

Themain purpose of video surveillance retrieval is to locate

the cause of an event and the development process of its

association. The key information data of an event includes:

time, place, person or object of the leading event, image and

sound information. The richer the information transferred by

the search conditions, the more accurate the location, and the

simpler the search algorithm; on the contrary, the simpler the

information transferred by the search conditions, the more

fuzzy the location, and the more difficult the search algorithm

is to locate accurately. Generally speaking, users expect that

the retrieval conditions are simple and the location is accurate

at the same time.

The emergence of intelligent video retrieval technology

liberates people from monotonous and onerous tasks. It uses

FIGURE 3. Working principle of security monitoring.

video segmentation, automatic digitization, voice recogni-

tion, shot detection, key frame extraction, automatic content

association, video structure and other technologies, based on

the knowledge of image processing, pattern recognition, com-

puter vision, image understanding and other fields [40]–[42].

Through automatic intelligent analysis and preprocessing, the

disordered and illogical monitoring video content (moving

objects, pedestrians, vehicles) is combed, and the key infor-

mation of events and targets in the video is automatically

obtained, and the video content and index are generated based

on these information. In order to improve the computing

speed, the cluster mode is adopted at present, which can

provide more than tens of times of real-time fast analysis abil-

ity, and can be expanded according to the application needs,

improve the computing ability, and save the case handling

time.

Fundamentally, the application of video retrieval technol-

ogy in security monitoring is based on intelligent video anal-

ysis technology. Intelligent video analysis technology refers

to the use of computer image visual analysis technology, by

separating the background and target in the scene and then

analyzing and tracking the target in the camera scene. In

recent years, the term ‘‘big data’’ has been mentioned and

used more and more, involving various industries. People use

it to describe and define the massive data produced in the

era of information explosion. The introduction of intelligent

video analysis technology may greatly improve the retrieval

efficiency and hit rate of the original mass monitoring video

storage system, as shown in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 4. Cascaded P-RBM deep learning detection network.

At present, the technology is mainly through intelligent

analysis preprocessing and face detection algorithm to col-

lect the faces in the surveillance video, obtain the relevant

information of interested objects in the video, and generate

an index based on these face information. By viewing the

face image, the relevant personnel can view all the targets

contained in the video for several hours in a few minutes,

determine the suspect target, and also watch the existing clips

and motion tracks of the target in the whole video. In the

system, input the face photos to be queried, select the faces to

be retrieved, set parameters such as similarity, and then start

to retrieve. Finally, the results of similar faces retrieved will

be displayed on the interface.

B. DEEP LEARNING FACE DETECTION BASED ON VIDEO

According to the human vision system, the image information

is processed from edge feature to contour feature, then to local

feature and finally to global feature to generate intelligent

semantics. This paper proposes a cascaded P-RBM (Prob-

ability state Restricted Boltzmann Machine) deep learning

detection network with P-RBM as the core, which consists

of one layer of visual layer, four layers of hidden layer and

one layer of classification layer. The visual layer and four

layers of hidden layer in the network constitute four P-RBM,

corresponding to the four-layer processing process of image

information by the above-mentioned visual system. In addi-

tion, in order to speed up the detection speed, the candidate

region generated by skin color detection is used as the input

of the detection network in the preprocessing layer, and then

the face is selected in the image according to the output of the

detection network to complete the detection. Face detection

is to determine whether there is a face in a static or dynamic

image after certain processing and analysis. If there is a face,

the location and size information of each face is recorded and

identified in the image.

The detection network model is shown in Figure 4. V

represents the visible layer, Hi = (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) represents

the I hidden layer, andWi = (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, class) represents

the connection weight between adjacent layers. In the figure,

each layer is arranged longitudinally, the length of which cor-

responds to the number of neurons in the corresponding layer,

and there is no connection between neurons in the layer. The

number of neurons in hidden layer H1 is usually larger than

that in visible layer V, which is conducive to fully extracting

the lowest level features of input data; the number of neurons

in each hidden layer (H2, H3, H4) decreases layer by layer to

remove redundant information and reduce the network size

to improve the detection speed. The visible layer, the first

hidden layer and the four P-RBMs of the adjacent hidden

layer form a cascade P-RBM. The purpose of this structure

design is not only to enable the neurons to extract enough

bottom information to generate high-level semantics, but also

to constrain the size of neurons in the network to reduce

the local optimal problem, and to improve the calculation

efficiency. Finally, the semantic information obtained by the

classification layer is judged to output the detection results. In

addition, the candidate area data is transformed into a column

of one-dimensional data for input, which is convenient for

calculation.

Because the direct training of multilayer neural network

needs to transfer the error from the classification layer to the

visualization layer, the multilayer transfer makes the error

received by the visualization layer very small, which is not

conducive to adjusting the network parameters, but also easy

to cause the neural network to fall into the local optimum.

Therefore, the training of detection network is divided into

three stages: cascade P-RBM training, classification layer

training and overall optimization. Cascaded P-RBM training

uses unsupervised learning method to make the detection

network fully learn the characteristics of input data at all lev-

els, which constitutes the overall optimization of pre training

process. Based on the results of cascaded P-RBM training,

supervised learning is used to ensure the accuracy of training

according to the output of H4. In the overall optimization, the

results of the first two stages are taken as the initial value to

adjust the detection network.

a: CASCADE P-RBM (PROBABILITY STATE-RESTRICTED

BOLTZMANN MACHINE) TRAINING

Cascade P-RBM training uses greedy learning method to

train multi-layer P-RBM layer by layer to avoid multi-layer

transmission of training error. The purpose of P-RBM train-

ing is to learn the probability distribution model of input data

by adjusting parameters. The probability density function of

the input layer (i.e. the viewing layer) is:

p (V ) =
∑

H

eC
TV+BTV+V TWH

∑

V ,H

eC
TV+BTV+V TWH

(1)

where C represents the offset of the visible layer, B represents

the offset of the hidden layer, and W represents the connec-

tion weight between the visible layer and the hidden layer.

Through the derivation of the log likelihood function of the
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probability density function of the visible layer, we can get:

∂ ln p (V )

∂wij
= p

(

hj = 1|V
)

p (vi = 1|H)

−
∑

V

p (V ) p
(

hj = 1|V
)

p (vi = 1|H) (2)

∂ ln p (V )

∂bj
= p

(

hj = 1|V
)

−
∑

V

p (V ) p
(

hj = 1|V
)

(3)

∂ ln p (V )

∂ci
= p (vi = 1|H) −

∑

V

p (V ) p (vi = 1|H) (4)

The items in equation (4)
∑

V

p (V ) need to be obtained by

summing the corresponding probability values of the input

data under the condition of obtaining the probability density

function of the input data through multiple Gibbs sampling,

but the calculation amount of this method is large. Here,

we use the contrast difference algorithm (CD) to reduce the

amount of computation. The definition of k-order contrast

difference is as follows:

CD− k = P0||P∞ − Pk ||P∞ (5)

where P0 is the probability distribution when initializing

network parameters; P∞ is the exact probability distribution

of input data; PK is the probability distribution after k-times

Gibbs sampling; Pi||P∞ is the KL distance between PI and

P∞. Since the probability distribution obtained after each

Gibbs sampling is closer to the exact probability distribution

of the input data than the previous one, therefore:

Pk−1||P∞ ≥ Pk ||P∞ (6)

The equal sign only holds when Pk−1 and Pk are the same

probability distribution, and the probability distribution at

this time is the exact probability distribution of input data.

Therefore, k = 1 is generally set to obtain the same probabil-

ity distribution of P0 and P1 at its minimumvalue (CD-1 = 0).

At the same time, only one Gibbs sampling can greatly sim-

plify the complexity of P-RBM training and accelerate the

training speed.

A complete Gibbs sampling process includes the following

two steps:

Step 1: The probability p
(

hj|Hj′ ,V
)

of each neuron HJ in

the hidden layer is obtained when the state of the visible layer

and other neurons in the hidden layer are known, and Hj′

is the other neurons in the hidden layer except Hj. Because

the neurons in the hidden layer of P-RBM are conditionally

independent from each other, so:

p
(

hj|Hj′ ,V
)

= p
(

hj|V
)

(7)

Step 2: According to the hidden layer state obtained in

step 1, the probability state p (vi|Vi′ ,H) of each neuron in

the visible layer is reconstructed by sampling. Because each

neuron in the visible layer in P-RBM is also conditionally

independent from each other, therefore:

p (vi|Vi′ ,H) = p (vi|H) (8)

FIGURE 5. Interval sampling and filtering.

From a complete Gibbs sampling, the probability of each

neuron in the visible layer can be obtained, then the prob-

ability distribution P1 of the visible layer after Gibbs sam-

pling can be obtained through probability modeling, and then

the partial derivative of CD-1 under each parameter can be

obtained as follows:

∂

∂wij
(CD− 1) ≤ P (vi = 1|H)P

(

hj = 1|V
)

> P0

− < P (vi = 1|H)P
(

hj = 1|V
)

> P1

(9)

∂

∂bj
(CD− 1) ≤ P

(

hj = 1|V
)

> P0

− < P
(

hj = 1|V
)

> P1 (10)

∂

∂ci
(CD− 1) ≤ P (vi = 1|H) > P0

− < P (vi = 1|H) > P1 (11)

When the parameter value of CD-1 = 0 is obtained, the

P-RBM training is completed. The data of this P-RBMhidden

layer is used as the initial data of the next P-RBMvisible layer

and the above training steps are repeated until all P-RBM

training is completed. Compared with the traditional method

of randomly initializing multi-layer network parameters and

then using error back propagation to optimize the parameters,

the multi-layer back propagation of errors is avoided, and the

problem that multi-layer network training is easy to fall into

local optimum is solved.

By setting a neuron in the hidden layer to be activated, the

rest neurons are not activated, and then the neuron state in

the hidden layer is reversed to the visible layer. Finally, the

information obtained by the visible layer can be displayed

through the gray-scale image to obtain the characteristics of

the neuron. . When setting the activation state of neurons

in Hi, the role of Hj (j > i) layer is not considered.The

schematic diagram of interval sampling and filtering is shown

in Figure 5.
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FIGURE 6. Overall optimization process.

1) OVERALL OPTIMIZATION AND TESTING

Because cascaded P-RBM training and classification layer

training are limited to training a single sub network, the

parameters obtained from training are only the optimal

parameters of the sub network, not the optimal parameters

of the whole deep learning detection network. In this paper,

a whole optimization process is used to train all the sub

networks, so as to obtain the optimal parameters of the whole

learning network. The previous cascaded P-RBM training

forms the pre training of the whole optimization, which

makes the whole optimization have a better initialization

parameter, and solves the problem that the whole training of

multi hidden layer learning network is easy to fall into the

local optimization. The overall optimization process is shown

in Figure 6:

The whole optimization process is very similar to the

classification layer training, the difference is only that the

parameters in the classification layer are adjusted in front, and

the parameters of the whole detection network are adjusted

here. Because the data in the detection network is transmitted

from left to right, that is, from the visible layer to the hidden

layer, in order to simplify the training process, the bias of the

visible layer is no longer optimized.

After the overall optimization, the activation state of neu-

rons in each hidden layer and classification layer is set, and

then the information obtained from the visible layer is used

to display the characteristics of the activated neurons. Some

schematic diagrams are shown in Figure 7. Compared with

Figure 6 and Figure 7, it can be found that after overall

optimization, the facial features learned by neurons in each

layer are more clear. As the number of layers increases, the

face shape becomes more and more obvious. Especially, the

activation state of neurons in the classification layer can be

set to obtain nearly standard face templates.

FIGURE 7. Features of hidden layer and classification layer after
optimization.

According to the output of H4, the classification layer

obtains the semantic information of the input data and realizes

the face and non face classification of the input data. In

order to make the detection network unified, the conditional

probability distribution of a neuron being activated in the

classification layer is the same as that of a neuron being

activated in P-RBM, that is:

p
(

hj = 1|V
)

=
1

1 + e−(bj+V Twj)
(12)

The trained cascaded P-RBM deep learning detection net-

work realizes face detection in a single video frame by clas-

sifying the candidate areas generated by skin color detection.

Firstly, the video frame image is read, and the illumination

compensation is carried out to reduce the influence of illumi-

nation on the detection effect. At the same time, the image

scale is adjusted to reduce the too large image so that the

subsequent detection can be faster. Then, in the YCbCr color

space, we use the skin color ellipse fitting algorithm to detect

the skin color region. Then we transform the candidate region

into one-dimensional column vector and input the training

depth learning network one by one. According to the clas-

sification results, we delete the non face region. Finally, we

calibrate the face in the image to complete the face detection.

The face detection process of deep learning network is as

follows:

1) The gray value of input data is normalized and assigned

to each neuron in visual layer V as the activation state of the

neuron.

2) According to equation (12), the data is transferred layer

by layer to H4, in which the former hidden layer is the input

layer of the latter.

3) According to equation (12), the probability of each

neuron in the classification layer is obtained, and then the

probability value of each neuron in the classification layer

is compared. The largest one is the classification result of
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the input data. If the classification result is face, the region

corresponding to the input data will be determined as the

result of face detection in the image; if the classification result

is non face, the region will be skipped.

III. Face RECOGNITION BASED ON INTELLIGENT

VIDEO RETRIEVAL TECHNOLOGY

Face recognition is a kind of biometric technology based

on the facial feature information. Using camera or camera

to collect the image or video stream containing face, and

automatically detect and track the face in the image, and then

carry out a series of face related technologies for the detected

face [43]. The process mainly includes face image collection

and detection, face image preprocessing, face image feature

extraction, matching and recognition.

For the collection and monitoring of face image, in the

dynamic monitoring environment of the airport, the face

recognition technology must be able to meet the dynamic

recognition, because in the real environment, except for the

mandatory stay in the security inspection, in other cases, peo-

ple are basically mobile. Therefore, in order not to miss the

face capture, the algorithm requirements for face recognition

are correspondingly high to ensure the operation speed and

detection and capture speed of the face recognition system

[44]–[46]. Therefore, for many companies that provide face

recognition technology, whether they have advanced algo-

rithms and belong to their own intellectual property rights is

an important criterion to distinguish the technical strength of

the company. The system operation flow chart is shown in the

figure below:

In the process of intelligent video retrieval, users can

get the key information they want from massive videos by

intelligent video analysis technology according to their own

retrieval conditions. What is the function of face recognition?

In fact, face recognition is an advanced biometric technology,

and it is also an advanced technology based on the analy-

sis of face features to automatically identify people. Face

recognition design to digital image, video processing, pattern

recognition, computer vision algorithm and other aspects of

professional technology.

A. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK MODEL

The face recognition process based on convolutional neural

network is mainly divided into training stage and testing

stage. In the training stage, firstly, a large number of face

sample data are collected to establish the training database,

and the training samples are preprocessed. Preprocessing is

usually divided into two parts. First, in order to remove the

noise of training data, normalization is needed. Secondly,

in order to make the distribution of training samples cover

the illumination, scale and other situations as much as pos-

sible, we need to enhance the training samples to improve

the generalization ability of the model. Then, the training

of multi-layer convolution network model is divided into

forward propagation and back propagation. Forward propa-

gation refers to that the training samples are input into the

FIGURE 8. Recognition process based on deep convolution neural
network.

network model by batch for training, and the output eigen-

vectors are extracted through the feature extraction part. After

the prediction through the classification layer, the predicted

probabilities are obtained. In the loss layer, the loss amount

is calculated by using the loss function by comparing the

predicted results with the given label errors. Back propagation

refers to the use of convergence function (such as gradient

descent function) for the loss of forward propagation, which

transfers the loss layer back to the feature extraction part,

and updates the parameters of multilayer network layer by

layer. The purpose of this function is to update the parameters

of the network to their respective gradients, so as to reduce

the loss gradually. That is to say, the training goal of the

whole network model is to make the prediction results of the

forward propagation of the model consistent with the given

label results. After the training of network model, the feature

vector of hidden layer has the feature of distinguishing face.

Finally, face matching and recognition are carried out by

measuring the feature vector. In the test phase, compared with

the training phase, it is relatively simple. First of all, a face test

database needs to be established. However, each sample in the

test database usually appears in pairs. After the test sample is

passed through the network feature extraction part, the feature

vectors of a pair of faces in the test sample are obtained. Then,

whether the pair of faces are the same person is determined

by measurement and threshold. The whole process is shown

in Figure 8.

1) ESTABLISH TRAINING SET AND VERIFICATION SET

The face training set used here is CASIA web face face

database, which has 10575 types of people, covering people

of different races and ages. The number of samples of each

type varies from several to hundreds. In order to ensure the

balance of the number of samples in each class, this paper

selects more than 100 people in each class, and selects 915

people in total. 100 samples were randomly selected from

each person, 80 of which were used as training samples, and
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the remaining 20 were used as verification samples. In this

way, the training set and verification set were established. All

samples were from natural scenes, including yellow people,

white people, men and women, and different age groups.

2) FACE PREPROCESSING

Themethod of face preprocessing used in this paper is divided

into three steps: face correction, data enhancement and nor-

malization.

a: FACE CORRECTION

The distorted face pose in the original sample database is

corrected by affine transformation. First of all, through the

face calibration of Dlib open source database, the coordinates

of the eye center of the face are recorded as left_eye_pos,

right_eye_pos, as shown in the following formula:

left_eye_pos = (x0, y0) (13)

right_eye_pos = (x1, y1) (14)

According to the binocular coordinates, calculate the cen-

ter of rotation (POS) and the rotation angle, as shown in

formula (15) and (16):

center_pos = ((x0 + x1) /2, (y0 + y1) /2) (15)

angle = arctan

(

y1 − y0

x1 − x0

)

(16)

Then, the rotation matrix is calculated according to the

rotation center and rotation angle, as shown in formula (17) :

rotation

=

[

α, β, (1 − α) · center_pos.x − β · center_pos.y

−β, α, β · center_pos.x + (1 − α) · center_pos.y

]

(17)

The relationship between the corrected image coordinates

(x ’, y’) and the original image coordinates (x, y) is shown in

equation (18):




x ′

y′

1



 =





rotation(0,0), rotation(0,1), rotation(0,2)

rotation(1,0), rotation(1,1), rotation(1,2)

0, 0, 1









x

y

1





(18)

The green points in the figure are facial feature points, and

the effect of facial correction is shown in Figure 9. It can be

seen that the experimental results are good.

b: DATA ENHANCEMENT

In order to improve the generalization ability of the model

to deal with the scale, the up sampling and down sampling

operations are respectively carried out on the scale of the orig-

inal image. The up sampling operation means that the length

and width of the original image are respectively enlarged to

twice the length and width of the original image, and the

down sampling operation means that the length and width

of the original image are reduced to 1 / 2 of the length and

width of the original image. In addition, in order to expand

FIGURE 9. Face correction effect.

the sample, we turn the original data horizontally, as shown

in formula (19):

Im age (x, y) = Im age (w− 1 − x, y) (19)

where Im age (x, y) represents the pixel value correspond-

ing to the original image coordinate (x, y), and w is the

width of the original image size. The top row represents

the effect of different scales, and the bottom row represents

the effect of horizontal flipping.

c: NORMALIZATION

The normalization method adopted here is image size nor-

malization and pixel value normalization. The operation of

dimension normalization will normalize all samples after

(1) (2) operation to 55 ∗ 47. The operation of pixel value

normalization linearly compresses all sample pixel values

to [− 1,1].

3) FEATURE EXTRACTION OF CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL

NETWORK

Through the work in the previous section, the training set and

verification set are sorted out, with a scale ratio of 4:1, 915

categories in total. Then, the network model is constructed

to enter the training stage. In this paper, based on deepID1

classification network model, two improvements are made,

and dropout operation is added in the last hidden feature

layer. For the whole face training, the network with the whole

face feature perception ability is obtained, and the training is

carried out for the left eye, right eye, nose, left mouth corner,

right mouth corner and other five parts. The network with

local feature perception ability is obtained, and then thewhole

and local features are combined for recognition.

In general, the structure of multilayer convolution neural

network includes basic elements such as convolution layer,

pooling layer, full connection layer and loss layer. We will

explain the principle of each basic element one by one later.

The structure of the improved deep Id1 classification net-

work model is as follows: 4 convolution layers, 3 Maximum

pooling layers, 1 hidden feature layer, 1 dropout operation, 1

softmax divided into probability layer. In addition, the cross

entropy loss function is used here in the loss function. The

specific network structure is shown in Figure 10.

It should be noted that in the training stage, each train-

ing sample gets a probability vector after passing through

the final softmax layer of the network. Each value of this
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FIGURE 10. Schematic diagram of improved network model.

probability vector represents the probability value that the

sample is classified into a certain category. In this paper,

it is 915 people, so this probability vector should be 915

dimensions. At the end of the training stage, the feature vector

formed in the hidden feature layer is the feature vector after

feature extraction. The eigenvector of this layer is expanded

intomulti-dimensional vector bymulti-dimensional matrix of

the third largest pooling layer and multi-dimensional matrix

of the fourth convolution layer. Then, the feature vector of

the third largest pool layer is j, which is 5 × 4×60 = 1200

dimension, and that of the fourth convolution layer is k, which

is 3 × 4×80 = 960 dimension. The calculation process is as

follows (20):

Y = f (J ·W1 + K ·W2 + B) (20)

Y is the eigenvector of the hidden layer, W1 is the weight

matrix of the fully connected layer and J, behavior 240,

column 60. W2 is the weight matrix of the full connection

layer and K, with behavior 960 and column 60; B is the 160

dimensional vector offset by the full connection layer, and F

is the activation function used by the full connection layer.

B. FACE RECOGNITION BASED ON GLOBAL

AND LOCAL FEATURES

For making the whole face feature sample set, and taking five

key parts of the face, namely, the left eye, the right eye, the

nose tip, the left mouth corner and the right mouth corner,

to make the local feature sample set. Two network models

are trained separately, and then the feature vectors extracted

from the two network models are used for face matching and

recognition.

1) GLOBAL AND LOCAL FEATURES OF HUMAN FACE

Considering that in real life, the whole features of the face,

such as the skin color distribution and contour distribution

of the face, and the local features of the face, such as the

ears, eyes, scars, etc., the recognition process of the person

does not rely solely on the whole features or a certain type

of local features for recognition, but needs to combine the

two types of features for comprehensive judgment. Based on

FIGURE 11. Global and local global features of human face.

the above considerations, it is proposed to combine the whole

feature network with the local feature network, which is more

in line with the human physiological recognition process. In

this paper, 915 types of people selected from webface are

enhanced, and the whole face of the sample set is taken as

the overall feature of the face. In addition, with the left eye,

right eye, nose tip, left mouth corner and right mouth corner

of the whole face as the center, the neighborhood is taken as

the local feature of the face, as shown in Figure 11.

In Figure 11, the left side represents the original face

image, the upper right side represents the local feature image

block set of the face, and the upper left corner represents

the block taking operation centered on the left eye of the

person. The upper right corner represents the operation of

taking the right eye as the center, the middle part represents

the operation of taking the nose tip as the center, and the

lower left and lower right are the image blocks taking the

left and right corners of the mouth as the center, respectively.

These five parts make up different local features of human

face; the lower part on the right represents the whole feature

image set of human face, from left to right, which is the down

sampling operation, the horizontal turning operation and the

up sampling operation.

C. ASSOCIATED RECOGNITION

In the last section, we get the whole feature set and the

local feature set. The whole feature set has 915 kinds of

people. Each class of 100 ∗ 4 = 400 samples is divided into

training set and verification set, with the proportion of 4:1.

For different local features, the local feature set is divided

into five parts of the sub set, each sub set has 915 classes,

each class of 100 ∗ 4 = 400 samples, and the proportion of

training set and verification set is also 4:1. After that, the
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improved deep id classification network model is used for

different set training, and the network model with different

perception ability is obtained. The overall network model is

g, and the local characteristic networkmodel of different parts

is P1, P2, P3, P4, P5.

The hidden layer eigenvectors ofG andPi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

are the final face eigenvectors of this algorithm, which are

used in face matching and recognition. For example, for face

a and face B, the eigenvectors obtained from the two models

areG (A), Pi (A) ,G (B), Pi (B). Here, cosine measurement is

used for comparison, so the similarity between a and B is as

shown in formula (21):

similar = γ cos (G (A) ,G (B)) + (1 − γ )

×











5
∑

i=1

cos (Pi (A) ,Pi (B))

5











(21)

γ is the weight factor, the range is [0,1], the left part is

the overall feature similarity, the right part is the local feature

similarity, and the threshold is the similarity discrimination

threshold. When the similar is greater than the threshold, a

and B are the same person; otherwise, different people are

considered.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. COMPARISON EXPERIMENT OF DROPOUT OPERATION

It is determined that the activation function is tanh function

and two super parameters batch_size = 16, learning_rate

= 0.0001. The data set is consistent with the model in the

previous section. The purpose of this section is to verify the

feasibility of this paper. After hiding the feature layer, add

dropout operation to prevent over fitting. The experimental

results in the model training phase are shown in Figure 12.

Among them, the blue curve represents the operation of

adding dropout, the red curve represents the operation of not

adding dropout, and the orange represents the prototype of

deepID1. It can be seen from Figure 12(a) that the three kinds

of curves can converge, making the training accuracy close

to 100%, but they can not be selected by the fitting effect

of the training set alone. Because it is impossible to judge

whether there is over fitting by relying on the training curve

alone, it needs to judge from the verification set when there

is little difference in the curve performance of the training

set. Combined with the validation set curve, the effect of blue

curve is better than that of red curve, which is about 10%

higher than that of ‘‘one small grid’’. From the loss curve in

Figure 12 (b), when the number of iterations is about 150k,

the red curve slowly has an upward trend, indicating that there

is an over fitting at this time, while the blue curve appears

after about 250K. In conclusion, the addition of dropout oper-

ation can alleviate the over fitting phenomenon, and improve

the accuracy of the verification set by about 10%, which also

verifies the effectiveness of adding dropout to improve the

network model.

FIGURE 12. Dropout comparison curve or not.

B. COMPARISON ON TEST SET

This paper uses LFW (Labled Faces in the Wild ) test library,

which contains 3000 pairs of same person test samples and

3000 pairs of different person test samples, respectively, to

add dropout improved model. There is no dropout model,

deep ID1 model (in which the activation function of the

first two models is tanh function, while deep Id1 uses relu

function). Take the models whose basic convergence has not

been fitted yet (i.e. the number of iterations of blue curve is

about 250K, the number of iterations of red curve is about

200K, and the number of iterations of orange curve is about

150k) for comparison. Take the true positive rate (the prob-

ability of correctly identifying the same person between the

same person) as the ordinate value, and the false positive rate

(the probability of incorrectly identifying the same person

between different people) as the abscissa value. The ROC

curve experimental results are shown in Figure 13.

The values of each point of ROC curve represent the values

of true and false positive rates of the model under different

discrimination thresholds. For example, the coordinates (0,0)

in the figure indicate that when the discrimination threshold

is 1, the true and false positive rates of the model are both 0.

As the discrimination threshold falls from 1 to 0, the true

and false positive rates will increase, and the curve trend will

rise. The larger the area enclosed by the curve and the x-axis,

the better the representation performance. From Figure 13,

it can be seen that the effect of adding dropout model is
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FIGURE 13. ROC curve diagram.

TABLE 1. Performance comparison of algorithm under threshold 0.6.

FIGURE 14. Performance comparison of algorithm under threshold 0.6.

the best of the three, which can prove the effectiveness of

this approach. In addition, to compare the performance more

intuitively, when the discrimination threshold is 0.6 from

the above figure, the performance of the three is shown in

Table 1.

It can be seen from Figure 14 that although the true positive

rate of deepID1 classification network is higher than that of

the improved model in this paper, the false recognition rate is

very high, which indicates that the differentiation between the

same person and the different person in deepID1 model is not

enough. Because the similarity between the same person and

the different person is very high, the true and false positive

rate will be very high. Although the true positive rate of

dropout is not as high as that of deepID1, the false recognition

rate is far lower than that of deepID1 classification model. In

FIGURE 15. ROC curve comparison between single model and multi
model.

TABLE 2. Performance comparison of algorithm under threshold 0.6.

contrast, the improved network homo and non Homo in this

paper is significantly better than that of deepID1 classifica-

tion model.

C. COMPARISON EXPERIMENT OF SINGLE MODEL

AND MULTI MODEL

This paper selects the best super parameters and activation

functions, and verifies one of the improvement points in this

paper: adding dropout operation in the hidden feature layer.

The purpose of this section is to verify another improve-

ment point in this paper: joint global feature network model

and local feature network model. In this paper, we use the

improved network model to train the global and local features

of human face, and get the global feature model G, and five

local feature models P1, P2, P3, P4, P5. The weight of the

global network model is r. In this section, the experiment

takes r = 0.5, the test set data used is LFW, including

6000 pairs of test samples (3000 pairs of test samples for

the same person, 3000 pairs of test samples for the dif-

ferent person). The experimental results of ROC curve are

shown in Figure 15 for true positive rate (the same person

is correctly identified as the same person) and false positive

rate (the different people are wrongly identified as the same

person).

It can be seen from Figure 15 that the effect of combin-

ing multiple models is better than using a single model. In

addition, when the threshold value is 0.6 from the curve, the

performance indexes of single model and multiple models are

shown in the Table 2 and Figure 16 below.
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FIGURE 16. Performance comparison of algorithm under threshold 0.6.

To sum up, from the true positive rate and false positive

rate, combined with multi network model joint recognition is

slightly better than single network recognition.

V. CONCLUSION

With the continuous development of social economy and

the demand of market economy, more and more enterprises

are gradually aiming at face recognition products of surveil-

lance video, and face recognition products can be seen every-

where in the current traffic and housing construction. At the

same time, the video monitoring system in the field of public

security mainly focuses on the pre-warning analysis of the

collected video images, but the post video analysis wastes

a lot of manpower and energy. Therefore, face recognition

technology is used in the field of public security video moni-

toring, which will reduce the probability of illegal crime and

maintain the stability of the society and the country. Accord-

ing to the continuous distributed activation state of human

brain neurons, this paper proposes a cascaded deep learning

detection network for video single frame face detection. By

reducing the number of neurons in each hidden layer layer

layer by layer to restrict the size of neurons in the network and

improve the calculation efficiency, and using skin color detec-

tion to generate candidate areas in the preprocessing layer, the

robustness of the neural network is improved while reducing

the number of neurons in each layer of the network. The

detection network initializes the network parameters through

pre training, and uses greedy learning to avoid multi-layer

network training. Because of the multi-layer error transfer,

the error obtained at the last layer is too small to adjust

the network parameters well, which further improves the

robustness while maintaining the global optimization of the

learning network. Face recognition is the key of biometric

recognition. The most popular research of artificial intelli-

gence is face recognition technology. With the development

of science and technology, the application of face recognition

technology in intelligent video surveillance system has broad

application prospects and great practical significance. In this

paper, a face recognition algorithm based on multi model

combination of deep learning is proposed. The weight factor

used in the whole feature network combined with the local

feature network is a fixed value. The following idea is to

take the feature vectors extracted from these two kinds of

network models as input and output them as face comparison

results (0 for different people, 1 for the same people), and then

train a face comparison networkmodel, which can distinguish

by comparing the network rather than setting a fixed weight

factor to calculate the similarity.
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